1 Frequencies provided only represent the first household member listed on the roster.

2 PRYEAR indicates the year of the most recent interview. If the respondent is newly recruited, set PRYEAR to “not applicable”.

PRMOM describes residential mother or anyone in the household who acts as a mother to the respondent, if any, from the most recent interview. PRMOM could be a male.

PRPOP describes residential father or anyone in the household who acts as a father to the respondent, if any, from the most recent interview. PRPOP could be a female.

CRMOM describes current residential mother or anyone in the household who acts as a mother to the respondent, if any. Information comes from Section 2, "Household Roster." CRMOM could be a male.

CRPOP describes current residential father or anyone in the household who acts as a father to the respondent, if any. Information comes from Section 2, "Household Roster." CRPOP could be a female.

3 The year of death for PRPOP given by some respondents is prior to 1996, even though the values for PRPOP were from the Wave 1 (1995) or 2 (1996) interview. These values have been left as answered by the respondent.

4 The range for the age of the respondent at the death for his/her mother exceeds the range of the age of Wave 3 respondents for 7 cases. These data values were not recoded as it is possible that the respondent could have misinterpreted the question and thought we asked for the age of his/her mother when she died.

5 Frequency is provided only for first marriage.

6 Frequency is provided only for first cohabitation.

7 Frequency reflects number of relationships reported.
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